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Nowadays, environmental friendliness of plastic is an important issue for many people.
Before setting of PVC products in the apartment, everyone wants to make sure they will not 
release toxic substances or cause allergic reactions.

PVC (polyvinyl chloride) is a product of complicated chemical synthesis, based on the natural 
raw materials, salt (sodium chloride), oil and chalk.

Due to its unique properties, this material is chemically inert, durable and resistant, which 
makes it indispensable in various fields of life. For example, it is used to make containers for 
food or donation blood. We believe, this is one of the best proofs of hygiene and harmlessness 
material.

Stabilizers, plasticizers, pigments and a number of other supplements are used in the manufacture 
of PVC elements for sanitary ware and interior fittings. Many producers use a lead salt, 
which is potentially dangerous for people and environment.

RosMat refused from using lead stabilizer, our company has been employing Calcium-Zink (CaZn) 
in the products for three years. This stabilizer is famous as the most environmentally friendly one 
and it is used by western manufacturers, since production of PVC using lead is prohibited.

Eco-friendly plastic products from ROSMAT, Ltd. are products of future. 
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FLOOR SKIRTING BOARD 
with cable channel

Rico skirting board will make the interior more expres-
sive and more original at your premises, adding 
finished look to the floor, determine beauty of the 
floor-covering laid, allow for hiding shrinkage and 
compensation joints (up to 19 mm). Also it serve as a 
connecting element of the interior between floor and 
wall.
Additional elements (inner and outer corners, 
connectors, and end caps) are fully compatible with 
Rico skirting board.
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20 mm

¹10 White ¹11 Grey ash ¹21 Cherry ¹23 Light beech 

¹24 Sandalwood ¹25 Redwood ¹32 Ebony ¹33 Rustic oak ¹34 Oregon oak

¹38 oak/
¹42 Dark oak

¹44 Mahogany ¹45 Rose beech ¹53 Brazil nut ¹59 Dark beech

¹63 Beech ¹65 Balkan oak ¹71 Oxford oak ¹78 Alder ¹80 Alpine oak

New accessory for the skirting bord.
Insert for the LED strip. 

Section Rico Technical.

¹16 Walnut 

5

Description Package size

Plastic skirting board 2,5 m 40 16,5 kg

Inner corner

Outer corner 

End cap

Connector (element)

500/10/2

500/10/2

500/10/1 pair

500/10/2

2 kg

Mounting box 40/1

Quick and easy installation without 
fastenings.

Resistance to mechanical impact, 
wearing, 100% moisture resistance.

Soft edges prevent intrusion of dust and 
moisture between wall and floor.

Perfectly combines with laminated 
flooring, parquet, and carpet flooring.

2,8 kg

Pieces in a box / packet



end cap outer corner           inner                          
corner

connector mounting 
box

FLOOR SKIRTING BOARD 
with cable channel

antenna 
module

Rico Leo skirting board represents universal 
plastic skirting board for all kinds of flooring,    
it has soft edges, both on the side of the walls, 
and on the side of the floor. Skirting board has  
a duct inside to insert cables (telephone, TV, 
extension cord, etc.) designed for in-place 
rewiring, without skirting board removal.

¹101 Cherry ¹102 Grey alder ¹107 Blue alder ¹110 White/
¹115 Black

¹111 Dark beech
¹138 Rose beech

¹112 Ashwood ¹114 Mountain 
maple

¹117 Alder ¹118 Walnut

¹120 Rustic oak ¹122 Fumed oak ¹123 Golden oak ¹124 Amber oak ¹125 Wenge 
Africa

¹130 Noble 
beech

¹132 Wild cherry ¹135 Lyon oak

¹137 Mahogany ¹140 Vignola 
cherry

¹143 Loire oak

¹148 Petrovsky 
oak

¹152 Scandinavian 
oak

¹155 Natural  
Beech

¹159 English oak ¹161 Jatoba ¹164 Lazio Oak ¹165 Cognac oak

¹168 Tasmania 
oak

¹170 Venice oak ¹173 Bleached 
oak

¹177 Komilfo oak ¹179 East oak ¹180 Antique oak ¹186 Moroccan 
oak

¹188 Chateau  
oak

¹195 Silvery  
pine

¹197 Black 
rosewood 

¹199 Eliseevsky 
oak
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22 mm

¹108 Amur linden

¹128 Oak 
prestige

¹127 Canadian
poplar

¹144 East sea 
buckthorn

¹146 Altai cedar

¹150 Ebony ¹157 Japanese 
persimmon

¹158 Japanese 
chestnut

¹174 Birch ¹176 Wenge

¹184 Silvery
willow

¹191 Yew



Safe for health, does not contain lead.

Now you can easily install additional rosettes, move the phone or TV in any other place of your 
choice, install cable and satellite TV or a computer network. 

Mounting box 
for all types of rosettes

Functional antenna module with a connector provides the ability to wiring TV-cable at any 
convenient place in the room. The original design has an ability to install it without dismantling 
the floor. The antenna module is decorated in the colors of the series  .Rico Leo

Antenna module 
with a connector

Soft edge prevents the ingress of dust 
and moisture between the wall 
and the floor.

Sealing edges of the baseboard 
are made of soft plastic material, 
which does not harden and does not 
deteriorate with time.

The corner and end fasteners are securely 
fixed at the expense of special "feet" 
and do not crash when a mop, 
vacuum cleaner, etc. accidentally strikes.

Picture of a tree with a 3D-effect 
allows you to choose a color for any 
decors of floor coverings.

Ideally combined with laminate, 
parquet, carpet, linoleum.

The use of German UV-inks 
and pigments provides resistance 
to abrasion and color retention 
for the entire service life.

An additional insert for LED tape 
is provided to the skirting board, 
as well as an accessory system 
for various tasks (multi-box for sockets, 
antenna module).

System wiring that does not require 
the drilling of walls.

A series of accompanying profiles 
completely coincides with the color 
scheme of the plinths of Rico Leo, 
which makes the interior holistic 
and harmonious (finishing corners 
with embossing - page 28 ; 
a universal corner profile - page 26, 
self-adhesive floor board - p. 58)

2 kg

2 kg

2,8 kg

Mounting box in blister 28/1

Antenna module 70/1

15,5 kg

Description Package size
Pieces in a box / packet

Plastic skirting board 2,5 m 40

Inner corner

End cap

Connector

500/10 or 250/2

500/10 or 250/2

500/10/2

Outer corner 500/10 or 250/2

Mounting box 40/1

2,8 kg

3 kg



end capouter corner inner 
corner 

connector

¹217 Royal oak

HIGH SKIRTING BOARD 
with cable channel

soft, 
elastic 
edge

Modern high floor skirting board perfectly 
combines with floor-covering of all kinds.        
It allows for solving any conventional problems, 
i.e. hiding joints between walls and floor, 
protection against mechanical impact, dust,   
or moisture. This is a convenient instrument       
to meet designer challenges. Royal skirting 
board is indispensable in interior finishing       
in modern luxury class offices and residential 
premises.

Variety of colour shades and variety 
of texture patterns.

Increased strength, resistance to 
wearing, and to action of sunlight 
and moisture.

Absolutely safe for health, 
environmentally friendly, Pb-free.

Cable channel allows for concealing 
fastenings and any wiring.

¹206 Count oak ¹210 White ¹218 Old wood ¹225 Walnut 
tasmania  

¹227 Sherwood 
oak

¹233 Hickory nut ¹242 Merbau ¹248 Lakhta oak ¹254 Beech

¹258 Cinnamon 
oak

¹265 Royal 
cherry 

¹266 Tobacco ¹270 Light-grey 
oak

¹272 Nord oak

¹273 Prague oak ¹275 Petrovsky 
oak

¹277 Elm ¹281 Arizona oak

400/2

400/2

200 pairs/1 pair

(right and left)

Plastic skirting board 2,5 m

Inner corner

Outer corner

1,9 kg

1,8 kg

15,9 kg 

2,8 kg

End cap                       

Connector (element)                    

Description Package size
Pieces in a box / packet



HIGH SKIRTING 
BOARD 
of foamed PVC 

Rico Color skirting board is universal high plinth 
which is suitable for interior premises in 
different stylistic directions.  Its distinguishing 
feature is the possibility of painting the plinth as 
before mounting  well as after mounting.  It is 
made of porous material (foamed  PVC) and 
paint is applied to the skirting board surface 
very well. You can install it with the aid of 
fastening strap or just use the glue.  

18 mm

8
0
 m

m

You can embody completely different design ideas, by using the Rico Color plinth in the interior. 
Unlimited color palette allows you to paint a plinth in color of the walls, or vice versa to create 
bright accents in the room. Due to its porous material, skirting board is ideal for painting. We 
recommend to use the following types of paints for the foamed PVC : PVC, acrylic, two-component 
polyurethane.   

Graceful profile is suitable to contempo-
rary interior as well to classical style.

Skirting board has a hidden space to put 
away any cables.

Skirting board is suitable for coloring, 
also it can be used without painting 
(white color).

Quick and easy installation and 
dismounting.

Special grooves for the glue 
application allow installing the plinth 
without fastenings and drilling walls.

Resistance to mechanical impact, 
wearing, 100% moisture resistance.

Description Package size
Pieces in a box / packet

Skirting board 2,5 m

Mounting clip

19 kg

2,7 kg



end cap outer corner inner corner                                  

Rico Carpet is skirting board for carpeting 
designed for premises with carpeted floor - 
whether it be offices, business centers, hotels, 
restaurants, or residential houses. The special 
thing of such skirting board is using the same 
carpet as for the floor as basic material, the 
plastic base fastened to the wall to serve as a 
frame. Thus, skirting board is a follow-up for the 
floor, it adding cared-for and finished look to 
the surface. 

Skirting board for carpet flooring is made of 
hard PVC, which ensures its high wear-
resisting properties and absolute safety for 
people and environment.

Rico Carpet skirting board has stiffeners. 
They make an article look solider, and allow 
for hiding thin wires inside the skirting 
board.

Easy and quick assembly of the skirting 
board requires neither special skills nor a lot 
of time.

Space used
as “cable channel”

Skirting board for carpet flooring also can be used alongside with other floor materials, thickness 
of the covering not exceeding 8 mm. Using skirting board for carpet flooring with linoleum, tile, 
or cork covering may be more interesting than using a classical floor skirting board.

Linoleum Carpet flooring Tile Cork covering

adhesive 
layer

soft
edge

FLOOR  
SKIRTING  
BOARD for 
carpet flooring 

¹529 White

¹524 Grey ¹522 Dark-grey¹515 Black ¹517 Blue¹506 Green

¹544 Beech¹542 Oak¹540 Nut ¹560 Mahogany

Description Package size
Pieces in a box / packet

Plastic skirting board, 2,5 m 28

Inner corner 
Outer corner 
End cap

500/10
500/10

500/10 pairs

10 kg

2 kg



CHANNELLING    
PROFILE

quick 
installation

Soft edges enable the profile to fit tight to the 
surface of the wall preventing intrusion of 
dust or moisture.

Absolutely safe for health, environmentally 
friendly, lead-free.

Resistant to mechanical impact, 
100% moisture resistance.

Height of the flooring set up on the wall 
can be adjusted.

Skirting board edge colour can be selected 
to you request.

blue

green

beige

brown

Colors of edge

grey

1. Mark the height with a pencil to set up linoleum.
2. Stick mounting scotch above the mark to avoid touching wall with glue.
3. Apply glue full height, from the floor to the mark, 
   and on the floor along the wall (40-50 mm).
4. Glue the plate to the wall according to the mark, with the profile backside pasted with glue.. 
5. Glue the channeling profile to the corner where wall and floor are connected.
   Cut skirting board joints in the corners at 45° using a mitre box and trimming saw.     

white

Soft edge 
for a snug fit

1. Make a cut equal to the height at which we want to make linoleum
2. Bend and put linoleum as shown in the picture.
3. Fix a seam through welding or glue. 4. Set the edge of profile.

1. Make a cut equal to the height at which we want to make linoleum
2. Bend and put linoleum as shown in the picture.
3. Fix a seam through welding or glue. 4. Set the edge of profile.

Description Package size
Pieces in a box

Channeling profile, 3 m 13,7 kg



UNIVERSAL CONER PROFILE 3D

A corner universal profile is an independent 
decorative element for finishing joints and 
connections. The profile represents a strip of 
soft elastic material connecting two parts of 
a corner. Both internal and external profiles 
can be used, not limited with standard 
90°corner restrictions. 

¹155 Natural 
beach          

¹112 Grey 
ashwood

¹130 Noble beech 

¹101 Cherry

¹123 Golden oak¹120 Rustic oak

¹176 Wenge

¹118 Walnut¹111 Dark beach

¹180 Antique oak¹165 Cognac oak

¹140 Vignola 
cherry

¹124 Amber oak

¹110 White

20 mm

2
0
 m

m

Description Package size
Pieces in a box

Package of various kinds solve the 
safety problem during transport or 
storage.

Universal corner profile, 2.7 m

Universal corner profile, 3 m

Universal corner profile, 25 m                          

8 kg

3,3 kg

9,5 kg



¹101 Cherry

EMBOSSED CORNER PROFILE 3D

Embossed corner with texture of wood is 
designed for decorative finishing and 
protection of exterior corners in premises. 
The corner will add strength and durability to 
right corners during interior finishing, and 
finishing window and doorjambs. Corner 
profile is a perfect solution for protection of 
wall coverings in premises with high pas-
sableness  .

¹103 Grey ¹104 Chocolate ¹110 White ¹111 Dark beach

¹112 Grey 
ashwood

¹114 Mountain
maple

¹115 Black ¹118 Walnut ¹119 Beige

¹120 Rustic oak ¹123 Golden oak ¹124 Amber oak ¹125 Wenge
Africa

¹130 Noble beach

¹140 Vignola 
cherry

¹146 Altai cedar ¹152 Scandinavian
oak

¹155 Natural 
beach         

¹165 Cognac oak

¹176 Wenge ¹177 Komilfo
oak

¹179 East oak ¹180 Antique oak

Exclusive product that has no analogues.

Visual decoration of the corners of a structure, i.e.
straightening and smoothing corners.

Concealing panel joints.       Long service life.

Protection of window jambs.

Color and pattern completely match the skirting
color scheme Rico Leo.

Does not require painting or after-treatment.

Corners are corrosion resistant, and easy washable.

High-quality German paints do not fade, do not burn
out and do not fade with time.

Creates the effect of "real wood" to the touch.

 

Description Package size
Pieces in a box

Embossed corner profile 
20õ20 mm  2,7 m
25õ25 mm  2,7 m
30õ30 mm  2,7 m
40õ40 mm  2,7 m

3,4 kg
4,2 kg
6,9 kg
9,1 kg



¹155 Natural 
beach

¹112 Grey 
ashwood

¹130 Noble beach

¹101 Cherry

¹123 Golden oak¹120 Rustic oak

¹176 Wenge

¹118 Walnut

¹111 Dark beach

¹180 Antique oak

¹165 Cognac oak¹140 Vignola 
cherry

¹124 Amber oak

¹110 White

Profile  5õ17 mm  2,7 m

Profile 10õ20 ìì  2,7 m

¹103 Grey ¹104 Chocolate

¹119 Beige  

The strength and durability.

Various color palette.

Arched profile is lightweight, 
which reduces the load        
on the supporting structures.

Long service life.

Easy installation.

Not susceptible to corrosion.

Description Package size
Pieces in a box



soft
edges

soft
edges
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14 mm
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14 mm

External (НР) Internal (ВН)

FILLET

White int. Silvery int.                           Black int.

White ext. Silvery ext.                          Black ext.

6,7 kg
7,5 kg

Fillet is a perfect sealer in a place of contact 
of the wall with a basin, bathtub, or table 
board in the kitchen. Soft edges will not only 
prevent intrusion of moisture into the 
junctions, but also will smooth uneven 
surfaces. 

Fillet can be used as ceiling skirting 
board.

It combines perfectly with MDF- and 
PVC-based wall panels, wallpapers, 
and ceiling tile.

Set of accessories
(inner corner, outer corner, 
right and left end caps)

Fillet  2,7 m (internal)
Fillet  2,7 m (external)

2,65 kg

Description Package size
Pieces in a box / packet



BATH BORDERS

Our company offers a complete and important detail to your bathroom. Plastic seals for baths 
protect the joints from ingress of moisture and consequently the development of molds. All 
profiles are made of rigid PVC and have elastic edges that seal tightly to the wall surface and the 
bath.
Plastic seals for the baths protect the joints from moisture and, as a consequence, from the 
development of mold fungi.
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23  mm

soft edge

2
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20  mm

soft edge

3
4
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15  mm

soft edges

Border under the tile                                24

2,8 kg 20Border to the tiles

Border for baths and table tops                24

Accessories for border for baths 
and table tops (package - 
2 inn. corners and 2 end caps)

250/4

3,7 kg 

4,55 kg 

1 kg 

Pieces in a box / packet



FILLET of foamed PVC
2
2
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22 mm

4,6 mm

Fillet of foamed PVC is a decorative profile. 
It serves to cover any possible gaps. 
Application sphere of this profile is quite 
wide. You can use it to the joint between  
the wall and bathtub or in the corner 
between the ceiling and walls. Also at the 
junction of the wall and counter top. Fillet   
is easily fixed by assembly glue.

¹610 White ¹614 Mountain 
maple

¹623 Golden oak ¹632 Wild cherry

¹640 Vignola 
cherry 

¹652 
Scandinavian oak

¹699 Eliseevsky 
oak

¹655 Natural 
beech

¹670 Venice oak

¹638 Rose beech

Pieces in a box 

Fillet 22õ22 mm  2,7 m 20 5,1 kg
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2700 mm 70
 m

m

Pieces in a box 

¹610 White ¹614 Mountain 
maple

¹623 Golden oak ¹632 Wild cherry ¹638 Rose beech

¹640 Vignola 
cherry 

¹652 
Scandinavian oak

¹699 Eliseevsky 
oak

¹655 Natural 
beech

¹670 Venice Oak

BEAD of foamed PVC

Bead of foamed PVC is  decorative profile 
with  broad scope. It can be used as       
the edging of furniture or window. Bead     
is used for overlapping joints between       
the different surfaces such as walls, 
ceilings and wall panels. With it, You can pin 
the glass in window frames and door 
panels. Install the profile through the con-
tact glue or liquid nails. 

7
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Bead 10õ10 mm  2,7 m 25 3,4 kg
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12 mm

Border can serve as a wall plate to protect wall 
covering against damage by chair backs in haunted 
premises. The profile also can be used as a casing 
moulding to decorate doors, windows, and niches. It 
will conceal assembly defects by covering openings 
between wall and doorframe. To hide cables inside, 
the border has a cable channel.

DECORATIVE BORDER-PLATBAND 

¹310 White ¹355 Bird cherry ¹342 Grey ¹373 Oak ¹326 Fruit tree

¹368 Rustic Oak ¹352 beech ¹384 Italian nut 

Connecting fittings allow for passing a cable 
through inside the casing moulding border.

Fittings imitate the casing moulding profile in 
cross section, which makes elements fit tight, 
without any gaps between casing moulding and 
fittings.

Borders make provision for interesting solutions 
for decorating walls in any buildings by visual 
separation of a wall, creating new proportions, 
extending and accentuating interior elements, 
they help to combine wallpaper colours, different 
decorative wall materials.

 

Pieces in a box 

Border-platband  2,2 m

Connector at 45°

Outer corner

End cap

Inner corner

11 kg

0,8 kg

0,6 kg

0,6 kg

0,6 kg



40 mm

FLEXIBLE  FLOOR 
PROFILE 

The use of a flexible profile Rico flex:

Mounting:

1. On a prepared surface, e.g., on the concrete floor, mark the line desired (follow the  
   bend radius compatible).
2. Install fixing profile using drill and screws, for heated floor use joint glue
3. When laying “floating floor”, adhere to the required process distance 5 mm 
   from the fixing profile.
4. Floor-covering laid, proceed with pressing flexible profile into fixing one.
5. For radius less than 60 cm, before laying, keep flexible profile in warm water (50-70 °Ñ)  
   for approximately 15 minutes.



¹404 Sequoia ¹408 Amur 
Linden

¹412 Ashwood ¹414 Mountain 
mapple

¹415 Arizonian 
Cypress

¹418 Ash ¹422 Bleached 
Oak

¹434 Cherry¹425 Wenge ¹441 Mahogany

¹452 Nut ¹465 African 
Wenge

¹486 Beach ¹498 Oak¹462 Scandinavian 
oak

Before laying
place in warm water of 50-70 °С

Easy installation and low price of the RICO 
Flex profile will enable an owner of an 
apartment to use it to decorate joints 
between different kinds of floor-coverings.

The profile features diverse colour palette. 
Service life and resistance to wear is higher 
than with other manufacturers.

The profile can be easily installed at 
room temperature.

Bend radius up to 60 cm when cold, 
and up to 30 cm when heated.

Suitable for uneven floors.

Can be easily cut to the size required.

When finishing joint 
between laminated flooring 
and other surfaces, leave a 
process gap to let the 
material slightly extend in 
operation

Pieces in a box 

Flexible floor profile, 3.0 m

Flexible floor profile, 6.0 m

Mounting strip, (0-12 mm) 0.95 m

Mounting bar (6-16 mm) 0.95 m



37 mm

NONSKID  PROFILE

Nonskid profile edges will not fold.

Resistant to UV and aggressive

Easy installation: remove the
protective layer and apply the profile
to a dry surface free of dirt and oil.

1. Self-cleaning elastic lengthwise grooves designed for  
   -40°C+70°C operation at the temperature 
   from -40°C to +70°C.
2. Polyurethane, nonskid elastomer.
3. Frame of hard PVC
4. Damping polyurethane layer to improve adhesion.
5. Waterproof high-adhesive rubber glue.
6. Protective foil.



Installation of nonskid profile is of particular 
significance in haunted building, e.g. in stores, banks, 
trading centres, and medical facilities.

Rain, ice, or even wet cleaning makes stairs at the 
entrance to a building slippery and dangerous. Water 
brought from the street makes stairwells without 
nonskid cover slippery as well.

It is enough to separate the protective film from the 
glutinous surface of the profile and RICO Safe Step is 
ready for gluing. As glue frost-resistant, high-strength, 
water-resistant, sealing chemical composition is used.

White Grey 

Black Beige

 Brown Red-cinnamonic

Pieces in a box 

Nonskid profile, 1.0 m



INSERT for LED stri p

12 mm

17 mm

5
 m

m

A handy tool for solving 
design tasks in such areas as 
cafes, restaurants, nightclubs, 
hotels, exhibition space, as 
well as in private residential 
interiors;  

Quick and easy installation 
requires no additional tools 
(box is simply placed into the 
slot of plinth and just 
snapped);

It is ideal for using with 
aluminum profiles;

Profile is resistant to 
mechanical impacts.

Pieces in a box 

Insert 5x17 mm 2,5 m 30



UNIVERSAL  
SEALING PROFILE 

35 mm 1
2
 m

m

To add finished harmonic appearance to the kitchen, 
skirting board for table boards is used. It may serve as a 
kitchen skirting board or sealer between fridge and table 
board, or between wall and table board. It also can be 
employed as a sealer where a kitchen sink is installed. 
Profile flexibility and exclusive shape make it possible to 
install the article to seal window jambs. 

Multifunctional sealing profile is perfect for the 
kitchen, bathroom, shower cabins, basins, and 
windows.

Due to its flexible shape, the profile can be used 
both for corners and for curved surfaces.

Because the profile is made of sanitary 
engineering hard elastic PVC, the article will not 
stretch or go yellow with time, saving ideal 
transparency and white colour.

Pieces in a box 

Universal sealing profile, 3,2 m

SEALER FOR 
BASEMENT 

To finish the appearance of lower kitchen modules, and 
to prevent dirt and water entry underneath, basement is 
used. Kitchen basement covers basement supports the 
module is rested upon, sealer in the lower part used for 
tight fitting to the floor and protection of the space under 
the kitchen cupboards against dirt, and for protection of 
wood chipboard rough edges. 

16 mm

Transparent sealer is 
suitable for basement 
of any colour.

Suitable for basement 
supports of sliding- 
door wardrobes, and 
other cabinet 
furniture.

Prevents dust entry 
under furniture.

Pieces in a box 

Basement profile, 3,2 m 72



KITCHEN 
SKIRTING BOARD 

46
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22,4 mm
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soft,
elastic edge
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The skirting board will conceal a joint between the countertop and any gaps, preventing dirt 
entry behind the table board.

The skirting board is an important element in general kitchen design, therefore, beautiful 
and high-quality kitchen skirting board will always show to advantage emphasizing 
individuality of the kitchen.

Due to a silicon resin elastic edge, which fits tightly to the surface, skirting board meets the 
requirements to water resistance and sealing capacity.  

Available fittings colors:

Black White

Brown Beige

Grey

The profile is supplied without 
pronting inserts.

Pieces in a box / packet

Fittings (inner corner, outer 
corner, right and left end 
caps) 100/4

Kitchen skirting board, 3,05 m 35
3050 mm

1
0
5
 m

m

175 m
m



SELF-ADHESIVE 
FLOOR BOARD 

37 mm

quick
mounting

¹514 Mountain 
maple

¹520 Rustic oak ¹530 Noble beach ¹535 Oak of Lyon ¹543 Loire oak

¹553 Brazil nut ¹555 Natural 
beach

¹568 Tasmania 
oak

¹579 Oriental oak   ¹597 Black 
rosewood

practical 
solution

With 
embossing 
Real wood 

effect

The board can be stuck to 
smooth floor-coverings such 
as linoleum, glazed tile or 
ceramic granite, varnished 
cork, parquet board, 
laminated flooring, or 
polymer tile. Soft edges 
perform more efficiently with 
these surfaces.

Installation does not require 
use of fastening tools.

Pieces in a box 

Self-adhesive board, 0.9 m 12 2,1 kg



solutions for flooring

50

53

54

55

56

58

61

62

63

66

67

68

Floor Expert
(covers for stairs)

Floor Expert
(profile for tiles and ceramic granite)

Floor Expert
(nonskid profile (a dirt-guard cover))

Floor Expert
(self-adhesive sills)

Floor Expert
(substrate)

Floor Expert
(preparation for painting)

Floor Expert
(glue)

Floor Expert
(for installation)

Floor Expert
(decor)

Floor Expert
(protection)

Professional cleaning products

3D decorative panels71
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up to 4,5

-

-

3 ìì

4,5 ìì

3,3 ìì

4,3 ìì

5,4 ìì

4 ìì

50 51

D

D

D

D

D

D

*types of coverage: anodized(A), polymer-powder coating (K), decorated (D), laminated (L), polished (P)    

profiles for laminate, parquet, carpet

flexible

Mounting profile 
for thresholds AC10 and AC11

D

D

D

D

L

D

D

A10G

D08

AL10G

set
pcs



0

6

6

2.
..1

6

4,6 ìì

4,6 ìì

1...12

D

D

D L

D

L

D L

L

L

D L

D L

D

D

D

D

D

L

L

D1

D3

D5

D6

D13

D15

DV30

DV13

52 53

up to 10

up to 22

from 1
up to 12

up to 12



10

10 7,
7

9

30

40

12
,5

for tiles up to 
9 mm

for tiles up to 
7,7 mm

for tiles up to 
10 mm

for tiles up to 
10 mm

for tiles up to 
10 mm

for tiles up to 
10 mm

for tiles up to 
10 mm

for tiles up to 
10 mm

for tiles up to 
10 mm

for tiles up to 
12 mm

for tiles up to 
12 mm

flexible

flexible

* types of coverage: anodized(A), polymer-powder coating (K), decorated (D), laminated (L), polished (P)
** inflexible profile     

nonskid profile (a dirt-guard cover)

54 55



European oakchalking oakdark beech

arctic oak

country beech 

smoky oak

bamboo

light pine

natural beech

cork

bleached oak

merbaubleached maple

white ash

tropical wenge

4,54,5 ìì

Thershold colors

anodized (A)

polymer-powder coating (K)

Anod Silver Anod Gold Anod Bronze Anod Champagne

Silver Gold White Bronze Antic silver Antic copper

beech wenge cherry 

decorative (D)

laminated (D)

light oak universal oak dark oak

Mokko oak Wenge oak maple walnut

natural wenge Canadian oak

rustic oak village oak red mapple mahagony merbau alder

american
walnut

cherry ash

56 57



3

2

2

2

unsupporte

a substrate

Floor surface should be dry and 
clean.

Level the floor unevenness with a 
taping knife, it must not exceed  
3 mm.

For concrete-backed floors, it is 
recommended to use under panels 
polyethylene film at least 0.2 mm 
thick as a vapour-insulating 
material.

Lay insulation panels at about 2 mm one 
from another and at about 10 mm from 
walls, sills, columns, etc. so that 
temperature seams in neighbouring rows 
would not coincide.

Floor coating must be laid at 45° to 
panels.

When possible, try to use whole panels. 
If required, use cut pieces.

Substrate
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durability

PREPARATION FOR PAINTING

Primer for plinths and pouches painting 
“PROFILES PRIMER”

Primer “PROFILES PRIMER” is designed for
preparation of the skirting board surface and other profiles for 
painting, to increase the adhesion of subsequent covering 
layers of paintwork materials.
The primer is suitable for all kinds of skirting boards and 
profiles - MDF, foamed PVC, duropolymer and polystyrene. It is 
combined with any kinds of paints. Packing 250 gr., Calculated 
35 g per one plinth. When preparing the surface of skirting 
boards and other profiles for painting it is recommended to 
clean it from dust and dirt, after which it should be processed 
with a grinding felt or a skin of the finest grain before 
roughness appears (for better adhesion). Painting the skirting 
board is best done before installing it, otherwise it will be 
necessary to protect the surface of the floor and walls from 
unwanted dirt during the painting process.

Floor 
levelling 

Sound 
insulating 

thermal 
insulation 

high 
strength

waterproofness

Levelling        
uneveness 

Easy installation

Sound insulating 

Thermal insulation

Water resistence 

High durability

3
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Âîçìîæíîñòü ìíîãîêðàòíîãî èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ

Ëåãêî ìîåòñÿ

Íå îñòàâëÿåò ñëåäîâ

Ñîâìåñòèì ïðàêòè÷åñêè ñî âñåìè íàïîëüíûìè ïîêðûòèÿìè

Íàäåæíî ôèêñèðóåò êîâðîâûå èçäåëèÿ

шт/pcs

GLUE

VALO GLUE FOR INTERIOR PVC PANNELS

It is designed for gluing of PVC panels and panels 
made of foamed polystyrene to the bases of 
concrete, brick, plaster, gypsum, wood in 
domestic and industrial conditions.

White color. 

The expense depends on the work performed (an 
average of 600 ml per 5-7 panels). After drying, it 
can be painted with water-dispersion paints.
The adhesive is applied in a thin layer on dry 
surfaces, previously cleaned from dust, dirt and 
whitewash. If necessary, to improve the adhesion 
of the surface to be treated with a primer. The 
glue is applied through a special dispensing 
nozzle. Time of adjustment of positioning 
of bonded parts 2-5 min. After applying glue, 
the glued parts must be pressed against each 
other and held for 1-2 minutes. Drying time 20-30 
minutes. Full strength is achieved after 24 hours. 
Apply at a temperature of glue and glued surfaces 
from 10 to 30 ° C.

Volume: 600 ml.
Packing: 16 bottles

Grippers are designed to prevent slipping of carpets, 
carpet tracks and floor mats. Securely attached from the 
back of the carpet products due to the sticky surface, 
leaving no traces. Can be used many times. Compatible 
with almost any type of flooring (laminate, parquet board, 
linoleum, ceramic tile, quartz vinyl, lacquered massive 
board, cork) .
If it is necessary to store or reuse the latch, it must be 
separated from the floor covering and the carpet surface, 
rinsed with clean water and soap and packed in the 
protective films supplied.

Dimensions WxH: 150x75 mm
(the length of the sides is 150x105x105 mm)

Black color
Packing: a set of 4 pcs.

FOR INSTALLATION

CARPET GRIPPERS “CARPET FIX”

COLD WELDING Rico 
FOR PVC FLOORCOATINGS 
Transparent glue COLD WELDING for all 
types of floor coatings made of PVC. 
Waterproof joint welding. Cold-curing 
one-component compound based 
on urethane rubber with extremely fast 
crystallization, containing reinforcing additives 
in solvent mixture. The articles glued together 
are meant for work within the temperature range 
from -40°C to +60°C. Resistant to ageing.
The set includes a special headpiece.

1. If  PVC coating is not glued to the entire surface, it should be fixed in the joint area    with two strips of 
doublesided scotch tape.

2. Cut overlapping (3-5 cm) strips  of the flooring simultaneously using a metal ruler (cutting with overlap 
technique).

3. Stick the masking tape to the middle of the joint formed. It is necessary to avoid damage to a 
protective layer of the floor-covering surface.

4. Cut the masking tape along the joint  with a knife.

5. Using a needle, apply cold weld into the joint until appearing over the masking tape.

6. Remove the masking tape in 60 minutes.
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16 мм

DECOR PROTECTION
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PROFESSIONAL 
CLEANING PRODUCTS
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1

3D DECORATIVE 
PANELS
3D DECORATIVE 
PANELS

Interior PVC panels can be used in the city and at the country for finishing pantries and utility rooms, balconies 
and loggias, toilet and bathroom rooms, as a kitchen apron, in corridors and any other spaces. The panels 
are glued to the dust-free surface with a special glue.

It is NOT recommended to use adhesives on aggressive solvents (acetone, toluene, etc.).

The panels are easily cut with scissors.

Patchwork
973x492
15623

Electra
973x492
15627

Tile Salzburg in 2 pieces 964x484  15629

Tile St. Petersburg in 3 pieces 964x484  15628

Mounting:
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Bleached timber
955x480
13961

Fumed timber
955x480
13962

Dark parquet
980x480
09504

Wood old parquet
980x490
11594

Bleached oak wood
980x480
07977

Parquet bleached oak
980x480
07977

Wood Dutch oak
980x490
11591

Wood walnut
980x480
07978

Parquet fair
980x480
09503

starting docking corner

Installation profiles Leonardo  955x480
07982

Asteria mosaic  980x480
10909

Karelian shale
980x498
07705

series

Sand shale
980x498
06922

Natural shale
980x498
06921

series

series series series

series

series

Venetian marble
955x480
13985

European stone
980x498
07704

Natural stone
980x498
07349

Venetian marble
955x480
13985

European stone
980x498
07704

Natural stone
980x498
07349

Blue marble
964x484
09500

Fair shell rock
980x498
09506

Beige shell rock
980x498
09506

Fair stone
960x480
09498

Facing brick
980x490
07979

Beige facing brick
980x490
13971

Fair brick
970x498
09236

Green shale
1030x500
14043

Brown shale
1030x500
14044
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Sandy shore
955x480
14005

Tile Beige seam
955x480
14035

Pearl
955x480
13998

Sakura
955x480
14009

Eden garden
955x480
14006

Freshness
955x480
14010

White tile
955x480
14036

Mood
955x480
14040

Tile Black seam
955x480
14039

Siberia mosaik
955x480
09958

Bouquet
955x480
13995

Pink gerbera
955x480
14007

Livadiga stone
955x480
10911

Tile Pink seam
955x480
14038

Grace
955x480
13997

Flowers
955x480
07984

Winter garden
955x480
13999

Panel
955x480
14004

Tile Vintage
964x484
13063

Mosaic Purple flowers
964x484
09385

Tile Lilac
964x484
10944

series

Tile Espresso
964x484
10943

Tile Kitchen
964x484
13294

Tile Pearl green
964x484
09505

Mosaic Box with spices
964x484
07350

Mosaic World spices
964x484
09384

Tile Food mix
964x484
13391

Spring
964x484
13996

Tile Iris in stone
964x484
09774

Tile Burgundy irises
964x484
09773

series

Mosaic Majolica
960x480
11595

Mosaic Sharm
960x480
10441

Tile Travels
960x480
13387

Sea
955x480
13983

Floor tile brown
964x484
09501

Tile Leaves in stone
964x484
09383
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series

Mosaic in assortment
955x480

Luxor
955x480
07708

Mosaic Metallic
955x480
13982

series

series

Mosaic Tunisia
955x480
13990

Mosaic Brown tracery
955x480
09499

Mosaic Brown chocolate
14032

Relax
955x480
07702

Mosaic Casablanca
955x480
10908

Mosaic Provance
955x480
07012

Sand lagoon
955x480
13979

Mosaic Lagoon
955x480
07981

Mosaic Atlantis
955x480
07059

Border Atlantis
07895

series

Mosaic Marakesh
955x480
07011

Mosaic Turquoise
955x480
07703

Mosaic Iceland
955x480
07058

Border Iceland
07894

The Nort Pole
960x480
09956

Mosaic Iceberg
960x480
09957

Mosaic White
955x480
06531

Coffe beans
955x480
14001

Mosaic Aroma of coffee
955x480
07980

Tile Arabica
960x480
11592

Bread house
955x480
13991

Tile Wine vault
960x480
13510

Bounteous harvest
955x480
13993

Riviera
964x484
15626

Vinsetto
960x480
15630

Mosaic Beach
955x480
07983

Pilset
964x484
15625

Tile white shell
960x480
13389

The Rodos
955x480
11596

Mosaic Venice
960x480
13062

Tile Old postcard
960x480
13385

Mosaic Sea Breeze
955x480
07520

Mosaic Marble with gold
955x480
09775

Mosaic Shades of autumn
955x480
13385

Autumn leaf
955x480
07614
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